Palmyra Sportsmen’s Association  Palmyra, Pa.

Amy Fister — Has been training at the Palmyra CTC since September, is a senior in high school and will be going to the University of Memphis. Fister is a junior in the Ontelouane Rifle Program and has competed in the National Junior Olympics last year. There are three others that are members of the Palmyra Rifle Team that are all juniors in high school and all have the desire to compete in a NCAA program in college.

Josh Martis — Goes to Derry Township in Hershey, Pa. and had a tremendous season last year, winning the J2 title in both smallbore events at the Junior Olympics as well as the J2 title in 3P at the USAS Nationals.

Luke Johnson — Goes to Susquenita High School and is an avid baseball player, has really improved his air rifle event. Although he qualified for JORCs last year, he did not go due to conflicts. He will be attending this year. Luke is a very strong standing shooter in part due to his experience from silhouette shooting.

Alex Gesi — From Palmyra High School, has also been very steady in his climb to where he is at now. He also shows a high degree of poise in several of the local finals that he has competed in.

2012 Highlight: Ranked as the Top Club Team during the 2012 Progressive Pistal Championships.

Top Emerging Olympic-Path Athletes:

There are several juniors that are improving to the point where they may be competing for a place on the Junior National Team in the near future.

Cep Gallegos — Has been training with USA Shooting including the Meeting of the Shoot Level 1 and an expert in action shooting.
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Keystone Shooting Park (KSP) first opened its doors to Olympic shotgun sports athletes on May 1, 2011. Keystone is the first “Fully Automated” Olympic shotgun sports range in not only the United States, but the entire world. Operated on a smart key card system, this benefit allows athletes to train at a time and frequency which meets their schedule. For the first time ever, Olympic shooting athletes and enthusiasts from all over the United States have the opportunity to train in an uninhibited and constructive environment at a range complex that offers unequalled access.

KSP is located in southern part of Northumberland County, Pa., which is 45 minutes north of Harrisburg. KSP currently has one covered superimposed Olympic Trap/Skeet combination field, with plans to add two more in the future. The range is also conveniently located close to both a regional airport (Harrisburg International Airport) as well as a major international airport (Philadelphia International Airport) to better serve their athletes.

In conjunction with the European styling of the range, KSP offers training aids to their athletes in order to better assist in their development and simulate the exact same target presentations that athletes face abroad in world-level competitions. The KSP venue offers the most complete and realistic high-end European style training available in North America. Many of the World Cups, World Cup Finals and World Championships are conducted on this exact same package, so KSP will now be able to completely emulate the same training platform as the European national teams now enjoy. Their motto is “If you want to compete against the best, then you have to train like the best.”

 Aside from its forward looking range design and operational features, KSP’s schedule of events makes it the most active Olympic shotgun sports venue in North America. Hosting 13 competitions this year as well as two USAS Junior Olympic State Championships, three SCTP regional and state championships, their annual Junior Olympic Development Camp, a High Performance Camp for elite athletes, and several Certified Training Center Mini-Camp events, there’s something for everyone.